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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Monica Fernandez <monicafern13@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:50 PM

Hi,

My name is Monica and I am a resident of Miami, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Monica

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alex Longerbeam <longerbeamalex@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:58 PM

Hi,
My name is Alex Longerbeam and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Alex Longerbeam
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Bao Tran Le' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:13 PM

Hi,My name is BaoTran and I am a resident of Lincolnwood. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
BaoTran Le ❤ 

1 / 3

From: 'Anthony Guzman' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:21 PM
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Hi,My name is Anthony G.  and I am a resident of Nort Hills CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Anthony G. 

Enviado desde mi iPhone

2 / 3

From: 'Alexandra Barton' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:19 PM

Hi,
My name is Alex Barton  and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
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increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Alex Barton 

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dawn Vega <dawnelise15@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:31 PM

Hi,

My name is Dawn Vega and I am a resident of National City, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Dawn Vega 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <jenilee.day@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:35 PM

Hi,My name is Jenilee Umali and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Jenilee Umali

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sydney Snyder <sydnysnydr@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:08 PM

Hi,My name is Sydney and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. I am terrified when I see a cop
car and I am a white woman. I cannot imagine the fear my black brothers and sisters must feel. Be the fucking change. 

Sydney
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexis MacAdam <alexismacadam@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:20 PM

Hello Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Alexis MacAdam and I am a resident of Ladera Ranch, CA.  I graduated from the University of Southern
California last year where I met a friend of mine, Laura Montilla.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Alexis MacAdam
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katherine De Paz <katherinedepaz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:14 PM

Hi,My name is Katherine De Paz and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Thank you,

Katherine De Paz 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Serenity Jankowski <sjankos378@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:11 PM

Hi,My name is Serenity and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Serenity Jankowski
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Isaac Ngo <isaacngo77@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:11 PM

Hello,

My name is Isaac Ngo, and I am a resident of Peoria, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested, along with many others, while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram, along with video footage. The story of her word-for-word testimony is below. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested.”

“What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises.” 

“We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no
idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves.
We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off.”

“After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed).”

“We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!???“

“When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less.”

“My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead.”

“But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you
find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to
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be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night.”

“By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling
others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

I urge you to share her story. Please bring this to the public’s attention so that a full investigation and lawful action can be
taken against the LAPD. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
law enforcement across the country within the past week. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, please do so. We are tired of hearing disturbing stories about the unjust and unlawful use of power wielded by the
hands of police officers; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Do not be silent in a time when it is of upmost necessity to speak up and to stand up for what is right. 

Sincerely,
Isaac Ngo

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maximillian Dykeman <maxtdykeman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:04 PM

Hi,My name is Max and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Max

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Salena Torres <salenatorres923@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:43 PM

Hi, My name is Salena Torres and I am a resident of Detroit, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, ‘hope you find a way home safely,’ from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Salena Torres
734.536.4933
Salenatorres923@gmail.com

mailto:Salenatorres923@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bridget Massa <massa.bridget@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:37 PM

Hi, My name is Bridget and I am a resident of Collingswood, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. 

An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask
the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from.
When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!???

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 
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Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Bridget Massa

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Helen Luu <helennluuu@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:25 PM

Hi,My name is Helen Luu and I am a resident of Champaign, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Helen. 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Mahoney <eemahoney1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:58 PM

Hi,My name is Erin Mahoney and I am a resident of Alexandria, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Erin Mahoney

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marie Alexandra <mariealexandrayt@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:42 PM

Hello,

My name is Marie and I am a resident of Los Angeles county. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marie Stow

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lindsey Potter <lindsjpotter@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:41 PM

Hi,My name is Lindsey Potter and I am a resident of Santa Clarita, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lindsey Potter 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Vy Tran' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:17 PM

Hi,My name is Vy Tran and I am a resident of Carlsbad, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Best regards,
Vy Tran

1 / 5

From: 'Sarina' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:38 PM
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Hi,My name is Sarina and I am a resident of Granada Hills, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sarina

Sent from A Galaxy (S7) Far, Far Away

2 / 5

From: 'Alexis Campos' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:46 PM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
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cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Alexis Campos
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From: 'Alexis Campos' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:50 PM

Hi,My name is Alexis and I am a resident of Ontario, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
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mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,

Alexis Campos
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From: 'megan taylor' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:15 PM

Hi,My name is Megan Macomber and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
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cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Megan Macomber 

Sent from my iPhone

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <rweiher@berkeley.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:50 PM

Hello,

My name is Rachel Weiher and I am a resident of Berkeley, CA. Los Angeles is my hometown, and I recently became aware
of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD. I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Rachel Weiher
Graduate Student Instructor, French
Ph.D. Student, Romance Linguistics 
University of California, Berkeley
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rweiher@berkeley.edu   
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Milena Beyruti <milena.beyruti@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:39 PM

Hi,My name is Milena Beyruti and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Milena Beyruti 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Talia Byrnes <taliasoccer02@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:22 PM

Hi,My name is Talia Byrnes and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Talia
Byrnes 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Molly C' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:44 AM

Hi,My name is Molly and I am a resident of Chino Hills, CA I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Molly

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 3

From: 'Lauren Stewart' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:44 AM

Hi,

My name is Lauren Stewart and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
 Lauren Stewart

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Keely Crum' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:09 PM
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Hi,
My name is Keely, and I am a resident of District 13, city of Los Angeles. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Keely Crum
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vivian Teasley <vigenet1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:49 PM

Hi,My name is Seven Tilden-Browe and I am a resident of Santa Rosa, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Seven Tilden-Browe

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anupriya Sivakumar <anupriyasivakumar8@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:38 PM

Hi,My name is Anupriya Sivakumar and I am a resident of Chino California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Anupriya 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Adams <rachelmadams96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:32 PM

Hi,My name is Rachel Adams and I am a resident of San Francisco, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Rachel Adams
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jazmine Bailey <msrnbjazz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:21 PM

Hi,

My name is Jazmine Bailey and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Jazmine Bailey 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jamille Taccad <jambball9828@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:10 PM

Hi, my name is Ardelle Taccad and I am a resident of Azusa, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Ardelle Taccad 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <maez1385@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:01 PM

Hi,My name is Mae and I am a resident of Portland Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Mae.

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Stopka <nursestopka@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:57 PM

Hi,My name is Melissa Stopka and I am a resident of Shorewood, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Melissa Stopka 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stevie Allain <marie.katevale@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:40 PM

Hi,My name is Stephanie Allain and I am a resident of Pinellas County, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name) 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Clarissa Setiomiguno <clarissa.setiomiguno@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:20 PM

Hi,My name is Clarissa Setiomiguno and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 
Sincerely,

Clarissa Setiomiguno
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Steven Meidenbauer <stevenmeidenbauer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:16 PM

Hi,

My name is Steven Meidenbauer and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Steven Meidenbauer 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maneesha Panja <maneesha.star@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:15 PM

Hi,My name is Maneesha and I am a resident of Cleveland, OH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Maneesha

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Delaney Philip <larissa.dee@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:13 PM

Hi,My name is Delaney and I am a resident of Toronto. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Delaney
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrew J Detres <ajdetres@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:11 PM

Hi, My name is Andrew and I am a resident of Plainview, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours.
My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by
drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could (1) Get medical attention for those who needed it and (2) At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there.
There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is UNACCEPTABLE! p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks.”

I DEMAND that you share this story and DEMAND you bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. It’s INEXCUSABLE. If you are in a position to
make a change and fix this broken system, then I DEMAND you do so. I am so sick & tired of hearing disturbing stories about
the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change! Protect your people!

As far as this story is concerned, I call upon on you to criminally investigate every officer involved in these events that night
and I demand that each officer, as as warranted by said investigation, be prosecuted to the maximal extent of the law. We will
never have peace without the presence of justice.
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Sincerely, Andrew
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Louie Rinaldi <louiejustlouie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:07 PM

Hi, 
My name is Louie Rinaldi and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Louie 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Phillips <oliviaaphillipss@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:54 AM

Hi, My name is Olivia Phillips and I am a resident of Sewell, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
                         Sincerely, 
                             Olivia Phillips
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lizett Esparza <izzylightphoto@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:54 AM

Hi,My name is Lizett Esparza and I am a resident of Pasadena California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely, 
Lizett Esparza 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jordana Cruz <jordanabcruz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:43 AM

Hi, my name is Jordana Cruz and I am a resident of Rancho Cucamonga, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change.

Sincerely,
Jordana Cruz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Caitlin Sisken <csisken@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:31 AM

Hi,My name is Caitlin Sisken and I am a resident of Chicago IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Caitlin
Sisken 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Gabby Bringas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:13 AM

Hi,My name is Gabrielle Bringas and I am a resident of Chino Hills, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Gabrielle Bringas

Sent from my iPhone
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:25 AM

Hi,My name is Camilla Guzman and I am a resident of Miami Beach FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Camilla Guzman 

In addition, I hope you guys have a wonderful day and to stay hydrated.  As officials with these positions I want to encourage
going to neighborhoods with financial difficulties to donate money for their groceries + make events for the children in those
areas to try and get a more in-depth  understanding of their POV. I think as officers you can be the change of how we view our
task force and educate others then using violence. That’s all thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Giselle Gallardo <giselle11gallardo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:16 AM

Hi,My name is Giselle and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Giselle Porter

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Valentina Campos-Peyrou <vcampos2@binghamton.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:11 AM

Hi,My name is Valentina Campos and I am a resident of Lynbrook, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Valentina Campos

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Gabby Bringas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:09 AM

Hi,My name is Gabrielle Bringas and I am a resident of Chino Hills, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Gabrielle Bringas
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Kayla De La Hoya' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:09 AM

Hi,

My name is Kayla De La Hoya and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Kayla De La Hoya
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aria Schuler <aschuler@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:09 AM

Hi,

My name is Aria Schuler and I am a resident of Sonoma, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Aria Schuler
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Donna Goff <donnagoff09@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 11:06 AM

Hi,My name is Donna Goff and I am a resident of Orlando, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Donna Goff

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Keanu Reus <keanureus@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:57 AM

Hi,My name is Keanu and I am a resident of Carlsbad, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, 
Keanu Reus 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mia Bringas <miabringas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:48 AM

Hi,My name is Mia Bringas and I am a resident of La Crescenta, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Mia Bringas
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: John Downey <jjdowney95@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:43 AM

Hello,

My name is John Downey and I am a resident of Reston, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

Be the change.
Sincerely,
John Downey
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelsey North <kelsey.north87@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:28 AM

Hi,My name is Kelsey North, and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kelsey North
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jalina Brown <jalina.tbrown@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:22 AM

Hi,My name is Jalina Brown and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,
Jalina

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Izzy Levin <izzylevin1999@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:21 AM

Hi,My name is Isabel Levin and I am a resident of Hermosa Beach, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Isabel
Levin

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lily Kennedy <lilykennedy5@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:06 AM

Hello, my name is Lily Kennedy and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lily Kennedy
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Haveno Ortega' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:52 AM

Hi,My name is Haven and I am a resident of Pasadena, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Haven

Sent from my iPhone
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,My name is Caitlin O’Neil and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Defund the LAPD. 

Defund the LAPD. 

Defund the LAPD. 

Defund the LAPD. 

Defund the LAPD. 

Sincerely,
Caitlin O’Neil
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From: 'Hannah Meyers' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 10:04 AM

Hi,My name is Hannah Meyers and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Hannah Meyers

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Borbely <andieborbely@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea Borbely and I am a resident of Ontario, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Andrea Borbely 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Govenar <amandagovenar@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:45 AM

Hi,
My name is Amanda Govenar and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amanda Govenar

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 84sfmoss <bertotron85@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:35 AM

Hi, 

My name is Roberto Cardona and I am a resident of Oakland, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Roberto Cardona 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin n <erin.niemi14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:33 AM

Hi,
My name is Erin Niemi and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Erin
Niemi 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: lauren fredette <laurenfredette@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:28 AM

Hi,
My name is Lauren Fredette and I am a resident of West Hills, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren Fredette 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brittany Calhoun <bcalhoun728@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hi, My name is Brittany and I am a resident of Eugene, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brittany Calhoun
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marka Garcia <pmagarcia92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:17 AM

Hi,My name is Patricia Garcia and I am a resident of Albuquerque, New Mexico. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Patricia M Garcia 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Nina Rawlings' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:53 AM

Hi,My name is Nina Rawlings and I am a resident of Tustin, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nina Rawlings

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'michelle corona' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:54 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle Corona and I am a resident of Long Beach, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Michelle Corona 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'maria leyesa' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 9:00 AM
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Hi, 

My name is Maria and I am a resident of LOS ANGELES CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
MARIA 

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: JoAnne Yarrow <jojorow@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:57 AM

Hi,My name is JoAnne Yarrow a LA resident. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura
Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and
has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram.
The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave
the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed
the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut
us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and
even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested.
What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and
left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they
finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the
cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a
major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the
sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed
it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There
were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer
for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he
couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus,
an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to
point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just
point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY
TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out
of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even
tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only
managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so
I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the
hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at
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midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really,
it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you
find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I
caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray
no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of
brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even
a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face
masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
JoAnne Yarrow

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sabrina Kaissi' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:51 AM

Hi, 

My name is Sabrina Kaissi and I am a resident of Alta loma, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Sabrina Kaissi 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Josephine Chu <josephine.kai@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,

My name is Josephine and I am a resident of Tampa, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Josephine Chu

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Megan Rolerat <meganrolerat@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:30 AM

Hi,My name is Megan and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Megan Rolerat

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maddie Chapman <maddiechapmansemail@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:25 AM

Hi,My name is Madison Chapman and I am a resident of Tyrone, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Madison Chapman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gabriel Bowman <bowman.1137@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:09 AM

Hi,My name is Gabriel Bowman and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Gabriel Bowman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lanaya Hawkins <lanayahawwkins@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 8:03 AM

Hi,My name is Lanaya Hawkins and I am a resident of Costa Mesa, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Lanaya 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Alyssa Amazan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:57 AM

Hi,My name is Alyssa Amazan and I am a resident of Vaughan, ON. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alyssa Amazan

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Sarah Murray' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:52 AM

Hi,
My name is Sarah Pelayo  and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Sarah Pelayo 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Gabriella auxila' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:54 AM

Hi,My name is Gabriella Auxila and I am a resident of Gwinnett county Georgia . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Gabriella Auxila

2 / 4

From: 'Caroline Casey' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:47 AM

Hi,

My name is Caroline Javier and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
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arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Caroline Javier

3 / 4

From: 'Kerly Saarkoppel' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:51 AM

Hi,My name is Kerly Saarkoppel and I am a resident of Tallinn, Estonia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
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down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kerly
Saarkoppel
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mattie Ecklund <mattie.ecklund@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:30 AM

Hi,My name is Mattie Ecklund and I am a resident of Union, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Mattie Ecklund

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lizeth Zetina <lzetinag42@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:27 AM

Hi,My name is Liz Zetina, and I am a resident of Gustine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Liz Zetina

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hart, Ellen L <ellen-hart@uiowa.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:23 AM

Hi,My name is Ellen Hart and I am a resident of Iowa City, IA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Ellen

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mercy Ajagemo <mercy45star@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:10 AM

Hi,My name is Mercy Ajagemo and I am a resident of D.C I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Mercy
Ajagemo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brooke Tolson <brooketolson234@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:08 AM

Hello,

My name is Brooke Tolson and I am a resident of Riverside, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

This is not okay and action should be taken to prevent another situation like this to happen again. 

Sincerely,
Brooke Tolson

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elisabeth koch <elisabethkoch06@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:05 AM

Hi,My name is Elisabeth Koch and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Elisabeth Koch

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sammi Jo Brashears <sjbrashears@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 7:02 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha Brashears and I am a resident of Nacogdoches, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Samantha Brashears
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicole Waltman <nicolelwaltman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:56 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole and I am a resident of Houston, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nicole
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Gallatin <kaylacgallatin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:50 AM

Hi,
My name is Kayla Gallatin and I am a resident of Lewisville Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Kayla Gallatin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Esterina Valerin <avalerin21@mpsdnj.us>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:48 AM

Hi,My name is Anna Esterina and I am a resident of Montclair. New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Anna
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Natalie Neppl <natalieneppl@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hi,My name is Natalie neppl  and I am a resident of Kansas City, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Natalie

Typos are inevitable. Sent from iPhone. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Miranda Rivera <miranda.nr18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:17 AM

Hi,My name is Miranda Rivera and I am a current resident of Portland, Oregon, but I grew up in Ventura County all of my life. I
recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Miranda Rivera

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ini Ojediran <iniojediran@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:15 AM

Hi,My name is Ini and I am a resident of Katy, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's horrifying experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Please help. 
Sincerely, 
Ini Ojediran
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tara Johnston <taranjohnston@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 6:02 AM

Hi,
My name is Tara Johnston and I am a resident of Alexandria, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below, is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Tara Johnston
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Stanzione <emilystanzionet@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:57 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Stanzione and I am a resident of Miramar, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Emily Stanzione- Bermudez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Siden <ashleysiden@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:50 AM

Hi,My name is Ashley Siden and I am a resident of Ashland MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ashley Siden 

Sent from my iPhone
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Sexual Assault from LAPD
1 message

From: Jacqueline Luciano <jackieluciano26@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:50 AM

Hi,

My name is Jacqueline Luciano and I am a resident of Baltimore, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Best,

Jacqueline Luciano 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Camila Augspurg <camiaugspurg@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:50 AM

Hello,

My name is Camila and I am a resident of Miami, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Camila
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alex A <albeckphoto@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:49 AM

Hi,My name is Alex Albeck and I am a resident of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alex Albeck
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Ingeborg Wade' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:34 AM

Hi,
My name is Ingeborg and I am from Pasadena, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am done with hearing disturbing stories about the police - a group that is supposed to keep people safe and
out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

FIX THIS. 
Ingeborg Wade
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: : JustAnn <annepletneva@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:26 AM

Hi,My name is Annie and I am a resident of The Netherlands. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Robin van Gelooven <n400789@gymnasiumnovum.nl>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:15 AM

Hi,My name is Robin van Gelooven and I am a resident of Voorburg, The Netherlands. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Robin van Gelooven
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Robin Tilley <robinmtilley@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 5:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Robin Hull and I am a resident of Gladwyne, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Robin

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Shanna Behrend' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:48 AM

Hi,My name is Shanna Behrend  and I am a resident of Stevens Point, WI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tess Gallagher <tgal96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 4:07 AM

Hi,
My name is Tess Gallagher and I am a resident of Portland, Maine. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Tess Gallagher

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tanguy . <tanguy888@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:54 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
(Gisabo Tanguy )

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: lucy gibson <lucygibson345@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:26 AM

Hi,My name is Lucy Gibson and I am a resident of the United Kingdom. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lucy Gibson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Alanna Barrett' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:23 AM

Hi,My name is Alanna Barrett and I am a resident of Rancho Santa Margarita, CA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Alanna Barrett
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gabrielle Reublin <greublin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:20 AM

Hi,

My name is Gabrielle Reublin and I am a resident of Thousand Oaks, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix
this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed
to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Gabrielle Reublin 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lourdes Gomez <lourdes.sarai04@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 3:02 AM

Hi,My name is Lourdes and I am a resident of Los Angeles County in the San Fernando Valley . I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 
      "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.

 Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lourdes G. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexandra Groves <alexandra.grovess@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:58 AM

Hi,My name is Alexandra Groves and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alexandra Groves

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT
1 message

From: Ruth Rosenfeld <dolphinruth031@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:40 AM

Hi,My name is Ruth and I am a resident of Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ruth R.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lucie Richard <ablutophobia2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:36 AM

Hello, 
My name is Lucie Richard and I am a resident of FRANCE. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing these apalling stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and
out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lucie Richard 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Yulia Vita <damottss@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:12 AM

Hi,My name is yulia rudenko and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Yulia
Rudenko 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Hilary Metcalfe' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:02 AM

Hi,My name is Hilary Metcalfe and I am a resident of Cambridge, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Hilary Metcalfe

1 / 5

From: 'Sara Hall' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:17 AM
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Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 5

From: 'Kat Pearson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Kat Pearson and I am a resident of Dorchester, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
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(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kat Pearson
Undergraduate Student
Candidate for Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology
College of Liberal Arts
University of Massachusetts: Boston

3 / 5

From: 'Elmira Bilgin' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:06 AM

Hi,My name is elmira bilgin and I am a resident oF UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
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multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Elmira

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 5

From: 'Abigail Reed' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 2:07 AM

Hi,My name is Abigail Reed and I am a resident of Sumter, SC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
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off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Thank you,
Abigail Reed

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mallory Ullman <mallory.ullman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:33 AM

Hi,My name is Mallory Ullman and I am a resident of Sacramento Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
mallory ullman

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Belize Wilheim <belizew@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 1:31 AM

Hello,

My name is Belize Wilheim and I am a life long resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I know you have too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the LAPD. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. This is your chance to be remembered for what you did
right. 

Sincerely,
Belize Wilheim

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace McDonald <gracemmcdonald95@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:55 AM

Hi,
My name is Grace McDonald and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

This women are going to be traumatized for life. This is a horrific and disgusting crime committed by the officers who are
supposed to protect their citizens. These women are sexually assaulted and tortured in ways that were made illegal by the
Geneva conventions. This is repulsive and unacceptable. 

What are you going to do about it?

Sincerely,

Grace McDonald
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Lucy Holley' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:41 PM

Hi,My name is Lucy Holley and I am a resident of La Crescenta, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lucy Holley

1 / 3

From: 'Margo Ducharme' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:15 AM

Hi, My name is Margo and I am a resident of Topanga, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Margo Ducharme

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 3

From: 'Molly Ross' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:29 AM

Hi,
My name is Amalia Ross and I am a resident of Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
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and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely, Amalia Ross

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Annika Lundin <anni.l.lundin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:24 AM

Hi,My name is Annika Lundin and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Michelson <rxmichelson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:20 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Michelson and I am a resident of Bloomington, IN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Rachel Michelson
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URGENT: LAPD Human Rights Violations
1 message

From: Rachel Rombardo <rachelmarie99@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:20 AM

Hi,

My name is Rachel, and I am a resident of Berkeley, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD. If you are already aware of her story and are aware of the atrocities committed, please skip to the last paragraph.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night." Her
story has been corroborated by others who were victimized in similar ways.

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the LAPD. This is not only
morally unacceptable, it is criminal. As someone in a position of power, you are obligated to address these situations, attempt
to bring the offenders to justice, and ensure the behavior does not continue. I hope you find and listen to your conscious.

Sincerely,
Rachel
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elysia Ruiz <elysiazruiz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sun, Jun 7, 2020 at 12:08 AM

Hi,My name is Elysia Ruiz and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Elysia Ruiz
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